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UNBOXING 
 

Included in the box 

 

 

 

PIQ ROBOT sensor & USB Charger 

 

1 hand wrap + 1 frame for PIQ ROBOT + identification labels 

Compatible smartphones: 

Iphone at least 4S, IPAD at least 3rd generation - operating system 8.0 or 

later for those iOS devices 

Android – 4.3 or more advanced, Bluetooth 4.0 support mandatory 
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PLACING THE HAND WRAP 
You can place the hand wrap either on your wrist or on your glove. 

On the wrist 

 

1) Start by placing the frame in the hand wrap: 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Depending on which hand you want to place the hand wrap on, make 
sure the frame points towards the correct direction: 

 

 

2) Wrap the band around your wrist, starting from the outside. 
Then slide PIQ ROBOT in order to adjust the position: PIQ ROBOT 
must be centered, on the inside of your wrist and pointing 
towards your hand. 

For Left hand                           For Right hand 

                               

 

Note: you can also place PIQ Robot in the frame and then directly 
in your own hand wraps if you do not want to use the Everlast 
and PIQ accessory. Just make sure you place the PIQ Robot 
correctly: centered, on the inside of your wrist and pointing 
towards your hand. 
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On the glove 

1) Scratch the band on the Velcro loop of your glove. 

 

2) Wrap the band around your glove. Then slide PIQ ROBOT in order 
to adjust the position: PIQ ROBOT must be centered, on the inside 
of your wrist and pointing towards your hand. 
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Get Started with Everlast and PIQ  

Download Everlast and PIQ application 

 

 

 

 

 

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.piq.everlast 

https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/everlast-and-

piq/id1142539601?ls=1&mt=8 

To turn on PIQ ROBOT, long press on the blue button. The LED blue blinking 

means that your PIQ ROBOT is turned ON. 

To turn PIQ ROBOT off, long press the blue button until the blue LED stop 

blinking.  

 

 

 

 

Create your Account and Login 

Open your mobile app and click on “I’VE GOT PIQ ROBOT. LET ME IN”. When 

entering your phone number, we will ask you to validate your account with the 

code you will receive by SMS. Provide your phone number following the 

international format (without the local first digit). Country code (e.g. +1) is 

automatically provided based on your localisation. 

When receiving your validation code, enter it in the application to confirm your 

identity and fill in your profile information 

 

Pairing your PIQ ROBOT 

 

If you purchased two PIQ ROBOT for boxing, we advise you to pair the first one 
with your second PIQ ROBOT turned OFF and then make sure you check the 
following section “Add your second PIQ ROBOT” after reading this one. 

In order to pair your PIQ ROBOT, first make sure Bluetooth is enabled on your 
phone. Do this in your phone setting menu.  

Do not try to pair your sensor using the Bluetooth menu of your phone. This will 
not work. Instead, go to the Everlast and PIQ app and access the pairing screen.  

When you do so, the app will scan your surroundings and find all PIQ ROBOT 
sensors within range. Make sure your sensor is turned ON and click on your 
sensor button, if nothing happened, check manual pairing by scrolling down, 
select your sensor, click it and the pairing is done!   
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When your PIQ ROBOT is paired, the double sensor icon on top right of your 
screen is green and red: green meaning your first PIQ ROBOT is paired and 
connected to the app (check the section “PIQ ROBOT color state” for further 
details): 

 

 

 

If ‘update’ is listed beside your sensor, select it to update firmware of your sensor 
for compatibility. 

If no PIQ ROBOT sensor shows up on the pairing screen, try turning on your PIQ 
ROBOT sensor again. 

This pairing step has to be done one time only, unless you pair your PIQ ROBOT 
with another account.  

Please note, if you want to try to pair your sensor with another user account, a 
pop up will warn you that PIQ ROBOT is already paired to your account and will 
ask you to confirm.  

Adding your second PIQ ROBOT 

 

If you purchased a second PIQ ROBOT, you will need to add it inside the app in 

order to be able to use it. To do so, your first PIQ ROBOT must be turned on and 

connected to the app (green and red on the top right of your screen: the green 

refers to the first PIQ ROBOT you have paired, and the red to the second PIQ 

ROBOT you are about to add). Then follow the steps: 

1) Turn on your second PIQ ROBOT and click on the green and red 

icon:  

 

2) Add you second PIQ ROBOT by clicking on the following icon: 

 

 

 

 

3) Pair your second PIQ ROBOT. 

When your second PIQ ROBOT is correctly added, and both of your PIQ 

ROBOT are turned ON, you will see both of them green on the top right of 

your screen:  

 

 

 

PIQ ROBOT color state 

 

You can access the pairing screen anytime by clicking on the double sensor icon 

on top right of your application. The color of this button displays information on 

your PIQ ROBOT(s). In this button, the first sensor (on top) refers to the first PIQ 

ROBOT you have paired and the second sensor refers to the second PIQ ROBOT 
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(if you purchased only one PIQ ROBOT, the second sensor will always be RED). 

Here after the different color states of the icon and their meaning: 

 

- Both Red: There is no PIQ ROBOT currently paired to the app. Follow the 

‘Pairing your PIQ ROBOT’ instructions and, if you purchased two PIQ 

ROBOT, follow the “Adding your second PIQ ROBOT” section. 

 
 

- Orange and Red: Your first PIQ Robot is paired but out of range. If your 

PIQ Robot is indeed next to the phone, make sure it is turned on and 

please disconnect then reconnect Bluetooth using your phone settings 

page. 

 
 

- Green and Red: Your first PIQ Robot is paired within range, and turned 

ON. You can update your firmware, see the level of battery of your PIQ 

ROBOT from the SETTINGS menu, … 

 
 

- Green and Orange: Your first PIQ Robot is paired within range, and 

turned ON. You can update your firmware, see the level of battery of 

your PIQ ROBOT from the SETTINGS menu, …Your second PIQ Robot is 

paired but out of range. If your second sensor is indeed next to the 

phone, make sure it is turned on. 

 
 

- Orange and Orange: Your two PIQ Robot are paired but out of range. If 

your two PIQ Robot are indeed next to the phone, make sure they are 

turned on and please disconnect then reconnect Bluetooth using your 

phone settings page. 

 

- Both Green: Your two PIQ Robot are paired, within range, and turned 
ON. You can update their firmware, see the level of battery of your PIQ 
ROBOT from the SETTINGS menu, … 
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Update your PIQ ROBOT firmware 

 

 

When pairing your PIQ ROBOT, you will have to 
follow the firmware update procedure.  This is 
mandatory to be able to use your sensor for boxing. 

Please make sure you always follow these 

instructions as these updates ensure you get the 

best PIQ ROBOT has to offer. 

Before starting the firmware update, please ensure 
your sensor has a minimum of 55% battery life. If 
not, please plug it on your charger; otherwise the 
update process will not start. 

 

Then just follow the steps: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When your sensor is paired and turned on, you can check at any time in the 

application settings/firmware section if a new firmware is available. 

Note: if you purchased two PIQ ROBOT, always ensure that when you 

update the first one, you also update the second one in order to get the 

best your two PIQ ROBOT have to offer. 

Activate your account for boxing if you just bought the boxing 

accessory 

 

If you already have a PIQ ROBOT multisport which you use for another sport, and 

you just purchased the boxing accessory, you will need to activate your account 

for boxing. 

In order to do so, please follow this procedure: 

- PIQ Robot is turned ON and connected (green state) 

- Latest firmware version is installed on your sensor 

- Sensor is close to your smartphone 

The boxing activation card is available in your package. Please note: it can only be 

used once and can activate one account only. 

Enter the 8-digits code printed on your activation card and wait for a few 

seconds. An animation will start on your PIQ Robot’s display while you are being 

activated. Once you are activated, you will see it on the application’s screen: 
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Note: If you already have a PIQ Robot BLUE for boxing that you paired as 

your first PIQ Robot, and then just bought the boxing accessory in order 

to use your multisport PIQ Robot to monitor your second hand, then you 

do not need to activate your account. 

PIQSCORE 
 

PIQSCORE measures each punch which had an impact (bag, mitt or sparring). As 
a consequence, shadow boxing does not count for PIQSCORE.  

The PIQSCORE is based on 3 metrics: speed of the punch, its G-Force and the 
retraction time of your hand, giving you one PIQSCORE for each punch with 
impact.  

Each of the three metrics scales from 0 to 3,333pts and the PIQSCORE aggregates 
your score for each of the 3 metrics: so in the end, the PIQSCORE ranges from 0 
to 10,000pts maximum. 10,000pts is the PIQSCORE of a professional boxer. 

In the PIQSCORE menu of the application, the PIQSCORE you see is the average 
value of your last 6 recorded sessions. Please note that only saved sessions are 
taken into account (refer to Record a session/save). 

The three metrics 

SPEED 

This evaluates the speed of your punch. Maximum score for this is 3333pts 

corresponding to a professional boxer punching at 43 KM/H.  

G-FORCE 

This evaluates the force of your punch at impact. The stronger you hit your target 

the higher your G-Force will be. Maximum score for this is 3333pts corresponding 

to a professional boxer punching at 35 G. 

RETRACTION 

This evaluates how fast you retract your hand. The quicker the better in order to 

have a better snap and recover your guard as fast as you can. Maximum score for 

this is 3333pts corresponding to a retraction time of 10 MS 

Choose the hand to monitor  

I have one PIQ ROBOT 

If you just purchased one PIQ ROBOT, you will be able to track only one hand 

(and all related punches) at a time. You can choose to track your Right or Left 

hand. In order to choose which hand you want to monitor, go to SETTINGS then 

Profile. There you will be able to set: 
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- The parameter “Hand”: this parameter specifies on which hand you will 

place your PIQ ROBOT. You can choose Right or Left. 

- The parameter “Stance”: this parameter specifies which stance you use 

when boxing (Orthodox or Southpaw). 

Note: after setting these parameters, if you want to change them in the future 

(for instance if you want to change the hand you want to monitor), you will need 

to have your PIQ ROBOT connected to the app in order to do so. 

Refer to the following table to know what is going to be tracked 

depending on the parameters chosen: 

Parameter “Hand” 
(where you will place 
your PIQ ROBOT) 

Parameter “Stance” Motions which will be 
tracked 

Right Orthodox Cross, Right Uppercut, 
Right Hook 

Right  Southpaw Jab, Right Uppercut, 
Right Hook 

Left Orthodox Jab, Left Uppercut, 
Left Hook 

Left  Southpaw Cross, Left Uppercut, 
Left Hook 

 

Note: To remember on which hand you should place your Robot, click 

once on its button when it is turned on: if the blue LED blinks fast during 

4 secs, then it should be placed on you right hand (otherwise it is on the 

left hand). 

I have two PIQ ROBOT 

If you purchased two PIQ ROBOT, you will be able to track both hands 

simultaneously. But you need to associate your first PIQ ROBOT with one hand 

from the SETTINGS menu (Profile), and the second one will be automatically 

associated to the other hand. After downloading the Everlast and PIQ app, during 

your Profile creation you will be able to set: 

- The parameter “Hand”: this parameter specifies on which hand you will 

place your first PIQ ROBOT. You can choose Right or Left. Your first PIQ 

ROBOT is the one you pair first to your smartphone. 

Note: in the pairing button, located on top right of your screen, the first PIQ 

Robot is the one on top 

- The parameter “Stance”: this parameter specifies which stance you use 

when boxing (Orthodox or Southpaw). 

Note: after choosing the hand on which you will place your first PIQ ROBOT, use 

the identification labels in order to identify it more easily.  

Tip: Additionally to the identification labels, in order to remember on which 

hand you should place your Robot, click once on its button when it is 

turned on: if the blue LED blinks fast during 4 secs, then it should be 

placed on you right hand (otherwise it is on the left hand). 
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Record a session 

I have one PIQ ROBOT 

If you just purchased one PIQ ROBOT, once your PIQ ROBOT is paired to your app, 

PIQ ROBOT will record a session even if not in range of your smartphone. Turn 

your PIQ ROBOT ON and recording starts automatically. Make sure your PIQ 

ROBOT is positioned correctly before you start: 

- Check the instructions in “Placing the Hand Wrap” chapter, on your wrist 

or on your glove depending on how you wish to position it. 

- Make sure to position it on the hand chosen in your profile 

Stop your session (one PIQ Robot) 

 

To stop a session from recording, turn off your sensor, or just start the 

synchronization on your smartphone.  

Please note that the sensor will automatically turn off after 30 minutes without 

any punches. 

Synchronize your session (one PIQ Robot) 

 

Click on the double sensor button anywhere in your app while connected to your 

smartphone (green and red state with green on top). The application will check 

for any recorded session on your PIQ ROBOT sensor and prompt you to upload it. 

Follow the steps to upload data to your smartphone.  

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Please note that if you haven’t previously paired your PIQ ROBOT, or if your PIQ 

ROBOT is paired to another account, no session will be uploaded to your account. 

If a session was recorded without punches, you will see a pop up explaining that 

the session was not saved as no motion was detected.  

 

Also please note, that in some cases, after synchronization, you will be asked to 

enter the date and time of sessions where PIQ ROBOT was unable to set these 

parameters automatically. 
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Save or delete your session (one PIQ Robot) 

 

 

By default, after synchronization, you will land on the session category, Pending 

filter, with the latest session on top.  

By default, the session is available in preview, but not saved to your account. If 

you do want that session to appear on your profile, dashboard and PIQSCORE, 

you’ll have to save it.  

In order to do so, press save at the bottom of your session preview screen.  

You can choose to add other information (location, notes, how you were feeling, 

which type of session you did: shadow, bag, mitt, sparring) of your own in order 

to add more context to your session.  

Once the session is saved, you cannot delete it anymore and you cannot modify 

information that you have entered. 

If you don’t want to save a session and prefer to delete it, just swipe left on the 

session thumbnail while on the agenda view. 

I have two PIQ ROBOT 

 

If you purchased two PIQ ROBOT, once they are both paired to your app, they will 

record a session even if not in range of your smartphone. Turn both of your PIQ 

ROBOT ON and recording starts automatically. Make sure each PIQ ROBOT is 

positioned on the hand associated to him (check the section “Choose the hand 

to monitor – I have two PIQ ROBOT”). 

Note: you can use the identification labels in order to help you identify them 

more easily. 

Stop your session (two PIQ ROBOT) 

To stop a session from recording, turn off your first PIQ ROBOT (the one 

associated to the hand chosen in your profile), or turn off both PIQ ROBOT or just 

start the synchronization on your smartphone.  

Please note that the PIQ ROBOT will automatically turn off after 30 minutes 

without any punches. 

Synchronize your session (two PIQ ROBOT) 

 

When you perform a boxing session with two PIQ ROBOT, they will both need to 

be turned ON in order to be able to synchronize your session. Click on the double 

sensor button anywhere in your app while connected to your smartphone (green 

and green double sensor icon). The application will check for any recorded 

session on your PIQ ROBOT sensor and prompt you to upload it. Follow the steps 

to upload data to your smartphone.  
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Please note that if you haven’t previously added your second PIQ ROBOT, then it 

has not recorded any punch. 

If a session was recorded without punches, you will see a pop up explaining that 

the session was not saved as no motion was detected.  

Also please note, that in some cases, after synchronization, you will be asked to 

enter the date and time of sessions where PIQ ROBOT was unable to set these 

parameters automatically. 

Finally, when you perform your session with your two PIQ ROBOT but one of 

them had a lower Firmware version than the other one, the motions recorded by 

it will not be synchronized to ensure the accuracy of the data recorded. This is 

why it is always important to ensure that when you update the first PIQ ROBOT, 

you also update the second one in order to get the best your two PIQ ROBOT 

have to offer. (for more details on Firmware update, please refer to the section 

“Update your PIQ ROBOT firmware”). 

Save or delete your session (two PIQ ROBOT) 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

By default, after synchronization, you will land on the session category, Pending 

filter, with the latest session on top.  

By default, the session is available in preview, but not saved to your account. If 

you do want that session to appear on your profile, dashboard and PIQSCORE, 

you’ll have to save it.  

In order to do so, press save at the bottom of your session preview screen.  

You can choose to add other information (location, notes, how you were feeling, 

which type of session you did: shadow, bag, mitt, sparring) of your own in order 

to add more context to your session.  

Once the session is saved, you cannot delete it anymore and you cannot modify 

information that you have entered. 

If you don’t want to save a session and prefer to delete it, just swipe left on the 

session thumbnail while on the agenda view. 
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Drills 

What is Drills? 

 

With Drills you can track your punches and boxing stats in REAL - TIME. Choose 

the type of drill (Speed, G-Force, or Open) you want to perform and start it 

manually when you are ready. You can then end it when you have completed it 

and see the stats related to it. 

 

 

Start your Drill 

Drills is real-time way of working out. You start your drill manually, can track your 

punches in real-time and end your drill when you have completed it. In order to 

start your drill, your smartphone must be in range (Bluetooth activated) and your 

PIQ Robot(s) must be connected:  

I have one PIQ Robot                                                       I have two PIQ Robot 

                             

 

View your Drill results 

When you complete your drill, you can view your drill stats and save it like any 

other boxing session. You will find your saved drill in your activity wall (drills tab) 

or on your Drills main page. 
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Dashboard 
 

The dashboard gives you highlight of your statistics with zoom in on your last 7 

active days/weeks/months trends. 

Total Statistics 

 

This is the sum of all your recorded and saved sessions. 

 Total number of punches is the sum of all your punches since you have 

started using PIQ ROBOT. If you are using two PIQ ROBOT, it will sum the 

punches performed with both of them. 

 Total number of calories is the sum of all the calories burned since you 

started using PIQ ROBOT. 

 Total boxing time is the sum of all the durations of your boxing sessions. 

My records 

 

What’s your best performance since you have started using PIQ ROBOT? You can 

check here your best punch speed, your best PIQSCORE, your best punch G-Force 

and your best retraction with date of those performances.   

My Progression 

 

You can select here the data you want to see for the 7 last days or the 7 last 

weeks or the 7 last months. If you select days, we will show you only the last 7 

active days (at least one session in a day). If you select weeks, we will show you 

only the last 7 active weeks (at least one session done during the week). If you 

select month, we will show you only the last 7 active months (at least one 

session done during a month) 

We present the list of the last 7 activities with the selected granularity. If you’ve 

selected days, we present the PIQSCORE for all your sessions done on this day 

and your best PIQSCORE done on this day. 

You can select an item in the list to see the graph of trends with: 

- Daily (/weekly/monthly) PIQSCORE with your average PIQSCORE and 

best PIQSCORE for this day and the trends of best PIQSCORE for other 

days. 

- Day (week/month) activity presents 2 trends: 

o Total number of punches for the period 
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o Total calories burned for the period 

You can scroll left/right to browse among those 2 charts 
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Your Winning Factors 
 

What are the Winning Factors? 

PIQ ROBOT aims at giving you a smart analysis of your game: your Winning 

Factors. 

The Winning Factors are the key aspects of your game where you were 

particularly strong during your session. Your PIQ ROBOT will analyse the following 

key areas of your game: 

1) The average Speed (in mph or kmh) of your best 20 jabs/cross/left 

hooks/right hooks/left uppercuts/right uppercuts, best 50 

jabs/cross/left hooks/right hooks/left uppercuts/right uppercuts  

and best 80 jabs/cross/left hooks/right hooks/left uppercuts/right 

uppercuts 

2) The average G-Force (in G) of your best 20 jabs/cross/left 

hooks/right hooks/left uppercuts/right uppercuts, best 50 

jabs/cross/left hooks/right hooks/left uppercuts/right uppercuts  

and best 80 jabs/cross/left hooks/right hooks/left uppercuts/right 

uppercuts 

3) The average Retraction (in ms) of your best 20 jabs/cross/left 

hooks/right hooks/left uppercuts/right uppercuts, best 50 

jabs/cross/left hooks/right hooks/left uppercuts/right uppercuts  

and best 80 jabs/cross/left hooks/right hooks/left uppercuts/right 

uppercuts 

Note: if you are using only one PIQ ROBOT, your Winning Factors will be 

computed only for the punches related to the hand you are monitoring. 

4) The average G-Force (in G) of your best 5 combinations of 2-

punches/3-punches, best 10 combinations of 2-punches/3-punches, 

best 20 combinations of 2-punches/3-punches 

Note: A 2-punch combination is a sequence of 2 consecutive punches (no matter 

the type of the punches) performed in strictly less than 900 milliseconds. 

A 3-punch combination is a sequence of 3 consecutive punches (no matter the 

type of the punches) performed in strictly less than 1350 milliseconds 

5) The average duration (in ms) of your best 5 combinations of 2-

punches/3-punches, best 10 combinations of 2-punches/3-punches, 

best 20 combinations of 2-punches/3-punches 

6) The intensity of your session, measured in punches per minute 

PIQ ROBOT compares then every area listed here above to your previous 

performances (last six sessions) and will highlight  your best two progressions, as 

well as an area to monitor (where there was no progression). 

 

Understand your Winning Factors screen 

 

Once you have synchronized your boxing session, from your Activity Wall, you can click on 

your session and access your Winning Factors screen related to this session: 
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You will be able to see: 

- Two positive Winning Factors, related to the areas where  you had your 

best two progressions (among all areas listed in the previous section) 

compared to your previous performances 

- One area to monitor following your session (identified with the black 

background) 

In order to deeply understand your Winning Factors, you will be able to click on 

the “LEARN MORE” in order to see in detail your Winning Factors and data 

related to them. 

You can also choose to share your positive Winning Factors by clicking on the 

“SHARE” button related to each positive Winning Factor. Or simply drag down the 

top banner if you wish to have a preview of what you are going to share and 

complete the sharing from there. 

By clicking on the “NEXT” button, located at the bottom of your Winning Factors 

main screen, you will be able to access your session details, which gives you 

overall and detailed statistics about your boxing session. 

Note: when you synchronize and open your session for the first time, you will 

need an internet connection in order to get your Winning Factors. 

However, once you have seen them once, they are stored on your phone and you 

do not need anymore an internet connection to display them again. 

Note: Your Winning Factors are always related to three different areas of your 

game. As a consequence, if during one session you practice specifically one type 

of punch (for example only your left hook), you will get a Winning Factor related 

only to this punch. 
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Learn More screen 

The Learn More screen allows you to understand in details your Winning Factors: 

 

From the Winning Factors main page, by clicking on “Learn More” of a specific 

Winning Factor you will be able to see: 

- Your progression on this specific Winning Factor compared to your 

previous performances on this Winning Factor 

- The explanation of this specific Winning Factor 

- A view of all the punches related to this Winning Factor (which are 

marked with a black dot) as well as all the punches in this category 

performed  during the session. You will be able to compare your 

Winning Factor against the average of all punches (or combinations) 

performed during the session. 

A conclusion on the next steps in order to further progress. 
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Settings 

Manage your PIQ ROBOT 

 

When your PIQ ROBOT is connected, you can access its settings. 

Rename your PIQ ROBOT  

Select the PIQ ROBOT name and modify it. This can be useful if you are using two 

PIQ ROBOT in order to identify who is who when connected to the app. 

Note: if you are using two PIQ ROBOT, you can only change the name of the first 

PIQ ROBOT (the one you pair first and which is associated to the “Hand” specified 

in your profile). 

Firmware update  

PIQ will periodically include firmware updates when updates to the app are 

released. Updating the firmware will improve accuracy and PIQ ROBOT 

performance. To check if a firmware update is available, turn ON your PIQ ROBOT 

and select in the app ‘Firmware Update’ (available in the SETTINGS menu) and 

follow the steps in the app.   

Note: if you purchased two PIQ ROBOT, always ensure that when you update the 

first one, you also update the second one in order to get the best your two PIQ 

ROBOT have to offer. 

Memory  

By default memory is 0% (no data stored) and each time you upload data to your 

phone, memory is cleared. So you shouldn’t have any reason to clear out the 

memory. If you think you do, please reach out to the helpdesk, we’ll be happy to 

discuss this with you.  

Battery Status  

Battery status gives you your PIQ ROBOT battery level. Check how much of the 

remaining charge you have on your PIQ ROBOT. 

 

Manage your information 

 

My Profile 

You can change your account information by clicking on Modify Profile  

Weight 

Weight is a mandatory field and will be used for computing the calories burned 

during a session. 

Height and weight units are applied in accordance with the system used in your 

country (retrieved via your phone number if you use an Android smartphone, or 

via “Region” setting if you use an iPhone) 

Stance 

In this parameter, specify if you are orthodox (left foot upfront) or southpaw 

(right foot upfront) 

Hand 
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In this parameter, specify on which hand (Right or Left) you want to place your 

PIQ ROBOT.  

If you are using two PIQ ROBOT, the hand you specify in this parameter will be 

associated to the first PIQ ROBOT you pair to the application. In the pairing icon 

located on the top right of your app screen, your first PIQ ROBOT is represented 

by the sensor icon on top). When you add your second PIQ ROBOT it will be 

associated automatically to the other hand. 

Note: in order to change the Stance and Hand parameters, you need to have your 

PIQ ROBOT turned on and connected to the app (first sensor icon green in the 

double sensor icon on the top right of your screen) 

Report a bug or feedback via Send Report 

If you have an issue for which you need assistance, or just want to share your 

thoughts about the application, please use the ‘Send report’ from the SETTINGS. 

It will open a dedicated page and will send your feedback to our support team.  

We answer all requests. If you didn’t get any feedback, maybe the ‘send report’ 

didn’t work. Contact us at support@piq.com so we can assist you. 

  

file:///C:/Users/Joelle/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/INetCache/Content.Outlook/E0Y8BKQO/support@piq.com
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GET TO KNOW YOUR PIQ ROBOT 
 

Battery and charger  

To charge your PIQ ROBOT, plug it on its charger and connect the charger 

through a USB to a PC or any USB charger. When PIQ ROBOT is in charge mode, a 

red LED will appear on your PIQ ROBOT. You need to charge it for around two 

hours and a half to get it fully charged. When your PIQ ROBOT is fully charged, 

the red LED on PIQ ROBOT turns green.  

Here after a summary of the LED colour meaning of your PIQ ROBOT: 

Red blink Battery Level less than 10% 

Red light 
Charger connected and  

Charging status in progress 

Green light 
Charger connected and 

Charging status complete 

Blue blink PIQ Robot turned on 
 

 

 

Your feedback is most welcome! 

Please email us at support@piq.com with any comments, questions or 

features that you would like to see in the future. 

 

mailto:support@piq.com

